
 

 

Catholic Gatherings of Vaccinated People from 2 Dec 2021 

Covid-19 Traffic Light System 

Guidelines for Volunteers checking Vaccine Passes before Mass 

Before Mass ensure signs advertising this as a gathering requiring vaccine passes must be 

displayed - these are available on the COVID-19 website. 

As is normal for greeters in our parishes, use a friendly and warm approach. It is strongly 

recommended that you have at least two people at the door welcoming and checking passes.  

If you believe you may meet real resistance, consider identifying ahead of time a parishioner 

who is experienced in difficult situations (police, Māori Warden, Pacific Island Warden, 

community patrol member, social worker, security guard…) to be present with the welcomers 

in case needed. 

1) Verify each person’s Vaccine Pass 

a. Digital or paper – sighting is adequate (you may scan verify if you wish). 

b. Children - under 12yrs 3mths old are not required to present a pass (use discretion). 

2) Pass sighted and/or scanned? Allow them to proceed into church. 

3) No pass? If unable or unwilling to show you their pass, an individual is not permitted to 

enter the Church proper. Use wording such as: 

We are sorry but a Vaccine Pass is a legal requirement of entry to protect everyone involved. 

We cannot let you in today but here is some information about Mass in this or neighbouring 

parishes which you can attend without a Vaccine Pass as well as information about online 

options. (You might also tell people how to obtain a vaccine pass).  

4) Unwilling to accept this and won’t leave? Do not allow them to enter the church. Do not 

use any force. Attempt to calmly reason with them explaining that as well as being law, the 

vaccinated parishioners attending expect that everyone at this Mass has a valid My Vaccine 

Pass. There are no exceptions. Politely and respectfully ask them to leave. 

5) Unwilling to comply or becoming aggressive? Without using force, do not allow them to 

enter the church. Ask a fellow parishioner to go and find the Presider or Lay Pastoral Leader 

and ask them to come and speak with the parishioner concerned. Politely and respectfully 

ask them to leave. 

6) Showing aggression or disrupting proceedings? Politely tell them that the police will be 

called if they attempt to enter the church proper. If things escalate – call 111 and explain 

the situation to the police. 

Notes: 

 The parish is obligated to do what it can to adhere to the new rules of gathering under the 

Traffic Light System. If exceptions are made the parish is liable for a substantial fine and the 

risk of Covid-19 infection is unduly increased. My Vaccine Pass holders have a right to expect 

that everyone inside is vaccinated (and has a Pass to prove it). 

 This first Sunday (2nd December) may be difficult for some who have been vaccinated but 

have not been able to obtain a vaccine pass. A patient explanation will assist. 


